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Blues Legacy:  
Tradition and 

Innovation in Chicago
By David Whiteis

University of Illinois

Blues Legacy: Tradition and Innovation 
in Chicago is the fourth book on blues 
from author David Whiteis, who has been a 
well-respected observer and documenter on 
the Chicago blues and soul scene for more 
than 40 years. For this project, Whiteis has 
undertaken a difficult task in attempting to 
relate how the legacy of Chicago blues is 
carried forward by African American musicians 
currently performing. 

Blues Legacy is separated into four main 
chapters: “Bequeathers,” “Council of Elders,” 
“Inheritors,” and “Heirs Apparent.” Beginning 
with musicians who came to Chicago from 
the South, he attempts to show who passed 
down the tradition, then explores how the 
blues has changed and adapted as part of a 
living culture. An unstated running subtext 
is the state of the blues today, as represented 
by today’s working African American Chicago 
blues musicians.

It is perhaps easy for a cynical reader to 
view this as an exercise in “who’s left” on 
the Chicago scene, and certainly the demise 
of the blues has been predicted or mourned 
by many for nearly half of its existence. 
Blues Legacy strives, however, to show the 
continued vitality of the blues—with inevitable 
caveats—as well as discuss some permuta-
tions, influenced as the music has been by 
musical and cultural cross-pollination. This is 
unavoidably subjective and subject to change, 
and Whiteis daringly attempts to tackle a 
moving subject, albeit a slowly moving one. 

“Bequeathers” represents those older 
musicians who had a personal relationship 
with the originators of postwar Chicago blues. 
(Whiteis notes that three have died—James 
Cotton, Eddie Shaw, and Eddy Clearwater—
hence the moving subject.)

“Council of Elders” are mostly liv-
ing musicians whose careers date back to 
the 1950s and ’60s. (Otis Rush has since 
passed.) These are short pieces on well-
known artists, most of whom have been 
covered at length elsewhere.

“Inheritors” includes next-generation 
musicians, some with family connections to 
trailblazers, who absorbed influences then 
adapted the legacy. (Eddie Taylor Jr. and Floyd 
Taylor have since died.) This is expectedly the 

largest section of the book. It is fascinating to 
learn and consider the myriad ways in which 
each has “inherited” then augmented and/or 
re-interpreted the tradition. 

 “Heirs Apparent” are those “younger 
musicians carrying on the tradition.” This 
short section of musician vignettes is meant 
to represent the latest offshoots on the big 
tree of blues. Since “Heirs Apparent” is osten-
sibly intended to give hope for the continued 
health and survival of the blues, it seems that 
not near enough ink is expended on the sub-
ject. Perhaps this leaves room for a sequel.

Whiteis has created a minefield of sorts 
for himself by assorting musicians into these 
groups. Readers may scratch their heads to 
see what musicians land in which chapter, 
and may wish to debate the inclusion of some 
and the exclusion of others. Some will ask, 
for example, why the classically trained Holle 
Thee Maxwell is included in the “Council of 
Elders,” or why the adult sons of Carey Bell 
fall under “Heirs Apparent” when they are 
clearly direct “Inheritors” who hew as closely 
to the tradition as any of their generation? 
And should Nellie Travis, who had no blues 
grounding, be considered an “Inheritor”? 
Omissions from “Heirs Apparent” that come 
to mind include Melvin Taylor, Carl Weath-
ersby, Jon McDonald, and Oscar Wilson. One 
eyebrow raiser is that Big Bill Morganfield 
merits 11 pages and inclusion under “Inheri-
tors,” while big brother Mud Morganfield gets 
merely half a page under “Heirs Apparent.” 
And brother Joe, who admittedly has a short 
resume, is not discussed.

Whiteis does state that “there is a 

certain arbitrariness involved in the selection.” 
And he asks the reader to “think of a sampler 
CD, a taste . . . of the pleasures awaiting” 
when delving deeper into today’s Chicago 
blues scene.

Whiteis’ knowledge of and love for his 
subject is strong and unquestionable and the 
reader is sure to feel and share the author’s 
hope that the legacy continues. In fact, he 
presents evidence throughout the book, for 
example, that suggests the southern soul 
blues niche is stable and perhaps even gaining 
traction in African American communities. 
And there are heart-tugging accounts of the 
fierce and stubborn personal pride many musi-
cians have—especially the children of guitarist 
Eddie and singer Vera Taylor—in keeping blues 
tradition alive.

When the artists speak for themselves 
we get the most valuable information. What 
do they think is happening with blues? Is 
legacy paramount? Is the market manipulated 
and controlled by “others” who steer the 
future course and influence the aesthetic? 
These are important questions. Blues Legacy 
is a great conversation starter. And the 
answers to these questions may determine 
what’s to come. 

—Justin O’Brien

Sweet Bitter Blues: 
Washington, DC’s 
Homemade Blues

By Phil Wiggins  
and Frank Matheis

University Press of Mississippi

Sweet Bitter Blues: Washington, DC’s 
Homemade Blues, a collaboration between 
harmonica maestro Phil Wiggins and Living 
Blues contributing writer Frank Matheis, 
is a unique exploration of the history and 
development of a distinctive African American 
blues community from the perspective of 
an artist who was initiated into the music, 
thrived there, and went on to bring world-
wide recognition to himself and that scene. 
And although it is very much Wiggins’ book, 
Sweet Bitter Blues is also a communal effort 
that is composed of the harmonica man’s 
first-person narration; biographies of essential 
players by Matheis; supporting essays by 
Matheis, University of Maryland scholar Dr. 
Barry Lee Pearson, and guitarist Eleanor Ellis; 
and a foreword by Elijah Wald.

The Washington, DC, blues scene was 

essentially home to the acoustic Piedmont 
style, although Wiggins challenges that 
nomenclature. In the introduction, Matheis 
explains that “it is a style native in the 
Carolinas and Virginia over to Tennessee, 
but practiced along the entire mid-Atlantic 
region.” Some of most renowned practitio-
ners include Blind Blake, Blind Boy Fuller, 
Blind Willie McTell, Sonny Terry, Brownie 
McGhee, the Reverend Gary Davis, and Peg 
Leg Sam. While Davis and the McGhee and 
Terry duo gained wide exposure during the 
often-overlapping folk and blues revivals of 
the 1960s, the players who had established 
themselves in the African American commu-
nity in DC and surrounding environs—Archie 
Edwards, John Jackson, John Cephas, Flora 
Molton, Esther Mae “Mother” Scott, Wilbert 
“Big Chief” Ellis, and others—were overlooked 
by outsiders but continued to perform their 
music for social functions. The scene did 
connect with the blues revival through three 
artists who relocated there: Elizabeth Cotten, 
Mississippi John Hurt, and Skip James. They 
interacted with the local artists, particularly 
through the nexus created by the jam sessions 
held weekly at guitarist Edwards’ barbershop. 
Other nurturing factors include the Smithson-
ian Folklife Festivals (and later Smithsonian 
Folkways Recordings), the National Council 
for the Traditional Arts, clubs, radio stations, 
record collectors, archivists, and scholars like 
Pearson. As a teenager in the early 1970s, 
Wiggins found his way into the scene.

The role of chronicling the history of 
Washington’s acoustic blues was essential 
for Wiggins: “It is important that we, in 

the black community, tell our own story of 
Washington, DC acoustic blues, because 
that’s the only way the true story is going 
to be told.” His initial attraction to the 
harmonica came through an impulse to 
make music and the reality that it was the 
only instrument he could afford. When 
he heard blues players at a Smithsonian 
festival, he found his home. It was at the 
1976 festival, while playing with Ellis, that 
Wiggins first performed with his soon-to-
be 30-year partner, Cephas, opening a door 
into the roots of the “so-called” Piedmont 
blues and a world of experience that would 
soon vanish: “Playing with John Cephas 
was such a different thing than playing with 
the younger folks I’m playing with now. I 
think that it’s just a matter of the times that 
John came up in, and those times—they 
don’t exist anymore . . . Today, we’re trying 
to continue and to re-create it, but when 
he was starting out as a blues musician 
he was playing with the African American 
community at house parties.” They worked 
together until health issues sidelined 
Cephas in 2007. Wiggins details their 
life on the road—a road that increasingly 
extended around the world. He discusses 
their major recording sessions, their delight 
at growing recognition, including the 1987 
Handy Award for Entertainers of the Year, 
and he does not shy away from examining 
the rough spots in their professional and 
personal relationships. 

Wiggins also talks about the music he 
has made on his own with artists like Corey 
Harris and Rev. John Wilkins, as well as his 
own bands: the Chesapeake Sheiks, House 
Party, and the Phil Wiggins Tidewater Trio. He 
points out two events that make him feel he 
has come to be regarded as a bluesman in his 
own right: a 2013 Living Blues cover story 
by Matheis, “Phil Wiggins—On His Own but 
Not Alone,” and a 2017 National Endowment 
for the Arts National Heritage Fellowship. He 
uses that stature to level some criticism at the 
contemporary blues scene, pointing to the as-
cendency of blues rock, the frequent absence 
of African American musicians on festival 
programs, and paternalistic “handlers” who 
exploit blues artists. Yet, Wiggins perseveres 
in his pursuit of the authentic acoustic blues 
in the communal context in which he first 
discovered it: “Just about every note of music 
that I ever played in my life has been dance 
music, but rarely has it ever been presented as 
that.” His musical life has certainly been filled 
with Sweet Bitter Blues.

—Robert H. Cataliotti
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